
Greetings Fellow Roleplayers

Earlier I had an interesting concern raised about "furry avatars" in a star trek sim, I am here to set your 
mind at ease. 

We accept the appearance of furry avatars wishing the play a star trek character within the scope of star 
trek*. That scope will be on a case by case basis, this extends beyond furry avatars to any avatar, if a 
human wants to join for example they will have to wear a uniform or wear appropriate attire within the 
scope of star trek such as a civilian role. 

Regarding the background of furry avatars, they will of course describe them as alien “custom races” 
These custom races MUST have no connection to their earthbound look alikes, for example if you have
a Fox furry avatar it will be an alien race from its own home world that in NO way is genetically linked
to the earth bound marsupial, this is simply a matter of parallel evolution, as we seen in TOS ("Star 
Trek: The Original Series" The Omega Glory (TV Episode 1968))  many earths sometimes existed due 
to this phenomenon.

 Outlandish and over the top avatars will be curtailed, again this will be on a case by case basis, and at 
the sole discretion of the Administrators, Nick, Harleen, Ben. 

Rest assured, we do monitor the situation, and have come collectively to the agreement that Roleplay 
takes priority over avatar appearance! Players wishing to roleplay as Goofy, Micky Mouse, Jabba the 
Hutt or anything outside the realms IDIC or to an extreme level of outlandishness not fitting to the 
roleplay will be promptly requested to change or leave. 
 
We have a vision for our sim and that vision includes Furries,  Our focus is on the roleplay we intend to
build a game experience here that will be fun to play, anything else lessens us all.

You will be expected to interact with all players with the same respect, no singling out people for any 
reasons if a player becomes disruptive you can speak with them, or an Admin (one of us is almost 
always available on Discord) about them, Nick Harley and Ben are working closely together in order to
bring you this Roleplay experience, please do not get bogged down in the minotia of sim operations, 
your only worry here will be to enjoy yourself and create a positive experience for others.

Gene Roddenbury believed in I.D.I.C. Infinite diversity in infinite things, he founded startrek on this 
notion and i believe would have had no problem with the notion that virtually anything is possible.

“Until humans learn to tolerate -- no, that’s not enough; to positively value each other -- until we can 
value the diversity here on Earth, then we don’t deserve to go into outer space and encounter the 
infinite diversity out there.” -- Gene Roddenberry
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